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SIMPLE TOY ADAPTATIONS GIVE CHILDREN MORE
INDEPENDENCE
January 4, 2010 by cpehrson
Now that your child has a whole shelf of new toys after Christmas, it is time to make sure that he or she can successfully manipulate them
and learn all they can from them. Simple adaptions can help children with a variety of disabilities play with their toys.
Adaptations allow children the independence to make their own choices and to explore and discover on their own. A simple adaptation can
change a frustrating play experience into a pleasurable one.
An article from The Exceptional Parent magazine (Dec, 1998 issue) by Diana Mines Nielander, outlines several simple adaptations that
parents can make to toys that will boost their child’s self confidence and motivate him or her to continue to play.
As always, keep safety a priority when making adaptations. A few simple adaptations include:
Attach a ring, large bead, or dowel to the end of a pull‑string so it is easier to grasp.
Simplify board game rules to reduce frustration.
Screw in wooden dowels, or glue empty thread spools to the top of puzzle pieces to help with lifting puzzle pieces on and off.
Make blow up balls easier to grasp by not fully inflating them.
Make page turning easier in a book by gluing small felt spacers (the felt circles for the bottoms of chair legs works well) or popsicle
sticks on pages.
The Utah Assistive Technology Program, located at the Center for Persons with Disabilities at USU, provides an extensive list of ideas on
their website for appropriate toys and toy adaptationsto use withchildren who havespecific disabilities, including Vision, Hearing, Motor,
Cognitive, Language, and Multiple Disabilities. They also list several online resources that parents can visit with directions for making
temporary and permanent toy adaptations.
Play is vital for children's growth and development. Let's make sure that they can successfully use the toys that they have.
Utah State University students use hot glue, popsicle sticks and new textures to make board books a richer experience for children with disabilities.
